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PART I – OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Overview 

1. The Appellant was in peaceable possession of his home, in bed with his partner, when at 

least one intruder was heard outside of his rural home in the early morning hours.  There had 

been prior incidents of people attempting to break into the residence.  The Appellant heard what 

he thought was the intruder(s) inside of his pick-up truck, which was parked in the front 

driveway.  He kept a weapon inside the truck and there was ready access to his home using the 

garage door opener.   The Appellant, a former armed forces reservist, recognized the significant 

threat the situation posed.  He armed himself with a shotgun he lawfully owned and loaded it 

before going outside to confront the intruder(s).  As he approached the truck from behind, he 

observed someone leaning inside the truck.  He issued verbal commands for the person to leave 

the truck so that he could detain and disarm him and then wait for the police to arrive.  When the 

intruder stood up beside the vehicle and immediately turned to face the Appellant, arms and 

hands together at waist height pointing directly at him in the darkness, the Appellant believed he 

was facing an intruder armed with a handgun in a position to shoot him. Rather than wait to be 

shot and killed, the Appellant acted defensively and shot the intruder twice, the two shots being 

fired in immediate succession.   

2. After the intruder fell, the Appellant looked for the firearm he believed would be on the 

intruder’s person but none was found, only a knife on the intruder’s belt.  The Appellant 

rendered first aid assistance by chest compressions as his partner was on the phone to the police.  

Tragically, the intruder died, and the Appellant was arrested for murder.  At his subsequent trial, 

he testified and explained why he acted as he did.  A jury concluded that the Crown had failed to 

prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the Appellant had not acted in lawful self-defence.  The 

Crown appealed that acquittal raising for the first time and alleged fatal defect in the trial judge’s 

instruction to the jury, which was not the subject of objection by Crown counsel. The Court of 

Appeal for Ontario accepted the error concluding that the trial judge’s failure to expressly 

instruct the jury to consider the Appellant’s “role in the incident” (i.e. the reasonableness of his 
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decision to confront the unlawful intruder) was such that it realistically would have had a 

material impact on the verdict.1 

3. According to the Court of Appeal’s reasoning, the failure to remain in one’s own home 

and the choice to engage in perfectly lawful actions leading up to the use of force when 

considered under the “person’s role in the incident” (translation: “le rôle joué par la personne 

lors de l’incident ») under s. 34(2)(c) of the Criminal Code of Canada (hereinafter Criminal 

Code)2 may make the use of lethal force in response to a deadly threat unreasonable.   

4. The question raised by this appeal is whether entirely lawful and unprovocative conduct 

can render lethal force used to defend against a reasonably perceived lethal threat “unreasonable” 

under s. 34(1)(c) of the Criminal Code when considered under the accused’s “role in the 

incident” under s. 34(2)(c)?   

5. The jury charge thoroughly reviewed the Appellant’s conduct leading up to the fatal 

shooting; indeed, the Appellant testified and was cross-examined all about it.  The jury was told 

several times to consider all of the evidence of the events, including the conduct of the 

Appellant, in determining whether the Crown had proven beyond a reasonable doubt that the act 

committed was not reasonable in the circumstances. Despite this, the Court of Appeal for Ontario 

held the failure to specifically charge the jury that the Appellant’s “role in the incident”, as they 

defined the meaning of that phrase, as a factor to consider under s. 34(1)(c) required up-ending 

the Appellant’s acquittal and ordered a new trial.  At trial, the purported importance of this 

omission was lost on the two Crowns (one an experienced and seasoned trial Crown) who did not 

object.  However, based on the Court of Appeal’s interpretation of the new self-defence 

provisions, what gave this omission its ability to affect the verdict was the unbounded 

importance the jury could afford to this single factor.  Doherty J.A. put the crux of it this way:3 

[86]      I appreciate there was no objection to the charge. I also appreciate that this is a 
Crown appeal. Appellate courts should be reluctant to set aside acquittals based on legal 
arguments that were not made at trial. There is, however, no suggestion that the failure to 
object to the charge was in any way a tactical consideration. Given the very real 
possibility that a jury could have given substantial weight to Mr. Khill’s conduct leading 

 
1 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.122. 
2 Criminal Code (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46), s. 34.  
3 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.154 

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-46/page-7.html#h-115831
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up to the shooting when assessing the reasonableness of the shooting, and given that s. 34 
gives the jury a virtually unfettered discretion in weighing the various factors to be taken 
into account, I am satisfied that the Crown has met its burden to show that, “in the 
concrete reality” of this case, the non-direction with respect to Mr. Khill’s role in the 
incident had a material bearing on the verdict: R. v. Barton, 2019 SCC 33, at para. 160 
[emphasis added].  
 

6. The Court of Appeal’s judgment is grounded in a broad interpretation of the factors 

enumerated in s. 34(2) of the Criminal Code (which had been amended by Parliament in 2013).   

The Court of Appeal, relying on its earlier jurisprudence, concluded that rather than merely 

simplifying the Criminal Code provisions through those amendments (the express intent of 

Parliament), the new statutory provisions amounted to a significant substantive change in the 

law, which included narrowing the availability of self-defence in circumstances where it was, 

prior to the amendments, available.   This interpretation is incorrect.  The 2013 amendments 

were not meant to make substantive changes to the law of self-defence.  They were simply a 

response to the long-standing calls to simplify and make self-defence less complicated.  They 

were not intended, nor should they be interpreted, to hold someone culpable when acting 

lawfully in the protection of his person and property.  If, in those circumstances, the person 

reasonably and honestly perceived his life or the life of another is in danger, they are entitled to 

use lethal force to defend against that threat.  This is so, even if they made a decision to confront 

an intruder rather than hide or simply call for help.  That persons “role in the incident” could 

never operate to defeat lawful self-defence.  

7. Even if the Court of Appeal (and other appellate Courts) is correct and there was a 

fundamental and substantive change in the law of self-defence, the Court of Appeal’s conclusion 

there was legal error in the charge to the jury here that warranted allowing a Crown appeal from 

the acquittal cannot stand.  With the concurrence of all counsel, the jury was carefully and 

thoroughly instructed on the law and relevant facts based on the manner in which the trial was 

conducted.  The Crown received the charge to the jury that they wanted based on the evidence 

and the theory that they chose to advance.  The absence of an objection to the charge was a 

strategic decision made by the Crown.  The record does not bear any other reasonable 

interpretation.   

8. Additionally, the jury was fully instructed to consider exactly the same facts relevant to 

the Appellant’s “role in the incident” when directed to consider whether he had reasonable 
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alternative means to respond other than confronting and ultimately shooting the intruder.  

Allowing the Crown appeal in light of the misdirection in the charge to the jury (if there was 

one) was fundamentally unfair to the Appellant. 

B. Facts   

9. There was little to no contest about the following facts at trial4: 

(i) The Appellant and his common law spouse were awoken by the deceased trying 
to break into the Appellant’s truck at 3:00 a.m.; 

(ii) The Appellant’s spouse had been concerned in the past about attempted break ins 
at their home; 

(iii) The Appellant lived in a rural area, but it only took about 5 minutes for the police 
to arrive once 911 was called, and there were business establishments about two 
kilometers away from the Appellant’s residence; 

(iv) The Appellant or Ms. Benko could have called 911 but the Appellant chose not to 
and went outside to neutralize the threat to himself and Ms. Benko rather than 
wait to see what would happen; 

(v) The Appellant agreed calling 911 would have been a reasonable response to the 
initial threat presented by the deceased, but he felt the way he responded was also 
reasonable; 

(iv) The Appellant armed himself with a firearm he was lawfully entitled to possess; 

(v) The Appellant was in a t-shirt, boxer shorts and was barefoot;  
(vi) The Appellant saw the deceased breaking into his truck; 
(vii) The Appellant stored a knife in the truck that was accessible to anyone who went 

inside the truck. The Appellant’s remote for his garage door was also in the truck. 
Access to the interior of the home could be gained through the garage via a 
basement bedroom window; 

(viii) The Appellant walked out the back door of the home through the breezeway to the 
front of the garage. The area of the driveway was in almost total darkness, the 
only light coming from the dashboard of the truck which the deceased was 
leaning into  the passenger side. With the safety on and the gun pointed down, the 
Appellant confronted the deceased by shouting out to him to put his hands up; 

(ix) Based on the deceased’s reaction in response, the Appellant shot the deceased 
twice in rapid succession, which killed him. 

 

 

4 Charge to the Jury, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.7 
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10. The Appellant testified when he confronted the deceased, the deceased stood up at the 

passenger side door of the vehicle, turned toward the Appellant, and raised his hands together at 

waist height.  The Appellant’s military training indicated he was facing an uplifted gun.  

Believing he was about to be shot, the Appellant shot the deceased first.  The jury’s acquittal 

demonstrates they at least had a reasonable doubt about this aspect of the Appellant’s evidence 

and, accordingly, the first two elements of self-defence under sections 34(1)(a) – belief,  and, (b) 

– motive.  To acquit the Appellant, the jury had to have a doubt the Appellant reasonably 

believed he was under imminent threat of fatal harm and he shot the deceased to preserve himself 

from that reasonably perceived threat.  None of the errors alleged or found at the Court of Appeal 

infected those two essential jury findings.  In essence, the jury had a doubt whether the Appellant 

shot the deceased because he reasonably believed the deceased had an uplifted gun as he turned 

toward him, an act which the Crown failed to prove was unreasonable in the circumstances. 

C. The charge to the jury  

11. In the course of the charge to the jury, it is acknowledged the trial judge did not expressly 

point out to the jury that they could take into account the Appellant’s “role in the incident” when 

deciding whether the Crown proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the shooting of the deceased 

was unreasonable.  However, under the heading of the “third self-defence question” under s. 

34(1)(c) – whether the shooting was reasonable – the trial judge told the jury to specifically 

consider all of the other factors enumerated in s. 34(2) that could possibly apply.5  The trial 

judge reviewed all of the evidence about what the Appellant said and did leading up to the 

shooting under the elements in s. 34(1)(a) and (b) and related that evidence to the legal issues 

under those two elements of self-defence.  The Court of Appeal found no error in those aspects 

of the charge.6  Importantly, the evidence about the lead-up to the shooting came from the 

evidence of the Appellant and Ms. Benko.  The trial judge told the jury: “Another part of the 

circumstances preceding the shooting, as you will know, requires the reference to evidence 

 
5The trial judge did not advert to the factors in 34(2)(f) or (f.1) or (h) since there was no history 

of any relationship between the Appellant and the deceased, nor was there any communication 

between them prior to the incident.  There was no question the deceased was acting unlawfully 

prior to the shooting.  
6 Charge to the Jury, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.53, ll.1 to 15 
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provided by Ms. Benko”.  He then reviewed that evidence thoroughly. 7  That evidence included 

a detailed recitation of the Appellant’s actions leading up to the shooting, including the fact the 

911 call was made after the shooting.   

12. The trial judge then gave a detailed review of the Appellant’s evidence in the context of 

the first two elements under s. 34(1)(a) and (b) which included the Appellant’s agreement he 

could have called 911 or had Ms. Benko do it instead of going outside with his firearm, and why 

he decided not to call 911, but instead went out to neutralize the threat he perceived. The charge 

specifically referenced the Appellant’s agreement that calling 911 was a reasonable response to 

the initial threat, but that his response was reasonable too.  There was also a verbatim repetition 

of the Appellant’s cross-examination about possible alternative responses he did not choose.8   

13. When it came to the third element of self-defence under s. 34(1)(c) the trial judge again 

incorporated his previous review of the evidence, and specifically told the jury the following: 

(i) The Appellant could not be expected to know exactly how to respond or how 
much force to use to defend himself; 

(ii) What is reasonable involves a consideration of several alternatives to the actions 
taken, but the question is ultimately whether what the Appellant chose to do was 
reasonable in the circumstances; 

(iii) He correctly defined a reasonable person; 

(iv) The jury was told to consider all of the evidence, and all of the circumstances, 
including but not limited to: 

(a) The nature of the force threatened by the deceased and the Appellant’s 
honest and, if mistaken, reasonable perception of the peril that threat 
presented; 

(b) The imminence of the threat presented by the deceased and the 
Appellant’s reasonable, even if mistaken, perception of the imminence of 
that threat; 

(c) The other means available to the Appellant to respond to the threat posed 
by the deceased; 

(d) Whether the deceased used or threatened to use a weapon; 

 
7 Charge to the Jury, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.63, l. 1 to 69, l. 25. 
8 Charge to the Jury, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.70 l. 25 to 87, l. 5 
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(e) The nature and proportionality of the Appellant’s response; and 

(f) The respective size, age, gender and physical capabilities of the Appellant 
and the deceased.9 

D. The Court of Appeal ruling 

14. Justice Doherty, writing for Strathy C.J.O, and Tulloch J.A., dismissed all of the Crown’s 

complaints about the trial other than an argument that the trial judge failed to charge the jury in 

specific terms that they had to consider the Appellant’s “role in the incident” under s. 34(2)(c) 

when determining whether the Appellant’s response to the reasonably perceived threat was 

reasonable under s. 34(1)(c).   

15. The Court of Appeal held that s. 34 as amended in 2013, and specifically enumerating the 

“person’s role in the incident” in s. 34(2)(c) of the Act resulted in substantive changes to the law 

of self-defence.  It was the Court’s view that s. 34(2)(c) had no comparator in the prior self-

defence provisions.  The use the jury could make of the Appellant’s “role in the incident” was 

unbounded and entirely up to the jury.  It permitted to the jury to conclude even if entirely 

blameless and lawful, the Appellant’s actions leading up to the shooting could render his 

decision to shoot to defend himself in the face of an imminent threat from an uploaded gun, 

unreasonable under s. 34(1)(c).  The Court of Appeal made clear that the only reason this 

omission amounted to reversible legal error, was the substantive nature of the new provisions 

and the potentially unlimited weight the jury could give the “person’s role in the incident”. 

PART II – STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

16. The Appellant raises the following issues on appeal: 

ISSUE 1: Did the Court of Appeal for Ontario err in holding the legal actions of an 
accused, when considered under “the person’s role in the incident” (le role 
joué par la personne lors de l’incident) contained in s. 34(2)(c) of the Criminal 
Code of Canada, could still render his use of lethal force in the face of an 
imminent threat of death “unreasonable” under s. 34(1)(c)? 

 

 
9 Charge to the Jury, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.87, l. 14 to 90, l. 15. 
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ISSUE 2: If the trial judge erred in failing to charge the jury about the Appellant’s 
“role in the incident”, did the Court of Appeal for Ontario err in ordering a 
new trial?  

PART III – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

ISSUE 1: Did the Court of Appeal for Ontario err in holding the legal actions of an 
accused when considered under “the person’s role in the incident” (le role joué 
par la personne lors de l’incident) contained in s. 34(2)(c) of the Criminal Code 
of Canada could still render his use of lethal force in the face of an imminent 
threat of death “unreasonable” under s. 34(1)(c)? 

(i) Overview 

17. Section 34 of the Criminal Code of Canada provides as follows: 
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18. The Court of Appeal overturned the Appellant’s acquittal because the trial judge did not 

specifically instruct the jury to consider the Appellant’s “role in the incident” under s. 34(2)(c) of 

the Criminal Code when deciding if shooting the deceased was a reasonable response under s. 

34(1)(c).10 Despite the Crown’s failure to object, the Court of Appeal held this factor alone was 

 
10 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.123, para. 4 & 
p.149, para 74. 
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of such importance that the jury, properly charged, could find beyond a reasonable doubt it was 

unreasonable for the Appellant to shoot the deceased as a response to a reasonably perceived 

uplifted gun.  According to the Court of Appeal this omission resulted in legal error because of 

the mandatory, substantive nature of the amendments and the potentially unlimited weight the 

jury could have given the factors in s. 34(2)(a) to (h).11  

19. The Court of Appeal erred in several respects.  The Court of Appeal wrongly interpreted 

the “person’s role in the incident” and the use the jury could make of it.  The 2013 amendments 

to the self-defence provisions were not meant to bring about substantive change or significantly 

alter the scope of the protection afforded by self-defence in Canadian criminal law.  Section 

34(2)(c) of the Criminal Code is directed at unlawful, provocative or morally blameworthy 

conduct on the part of the accused. It is not intended to direct a jury to consider whether morally 

blameless or pro-social conduct can defeat a self-defence claim on some new “but for” causation 

type analysis. 

20.   The Court also erred in concluding that the omission of an explicit reference to the 

language of s.34(2)(c) in the charge to the jury amounted to legal error warranting appellate 

intervention.  The charge to the jury in this case was functionally adequate in light of the 

evidence adduced and the positions taken by the parties.  The Court also erred in concluding that 

if there was legal error, it was of sufficient magnitude that it could have reasonably affected the 

result in light of the realities of this case. 

(ii) Section 34 of the Criminal Code of Canada – legislative history 

21. Self-defence has long been recognized at common law as justifying what would 

otherwise be criminal conduct.  The legal justification to harm someone else gives effect to the 

principle that “[s]omeone who pleads self-defence…had a legal permission to repel force with 

force” (or reasonably apprehended force) and is therefore not morally culpable for the harm that 

they caused.12  The harm is not excused, it is justified as self-preservation (or preservation of 

another).  The underlying justifiable act is not worthy of punishment because it is not criminal.  

 
11 Ibid., at p.144, paras. 62 to 63; p.149, para 74 to 76; p.151, para 80; p.153, para 85; p.154, para 
86.   
12 A. Brudner, “Constitutionalizing Self-Defence” (2011) 61 U. Toronto L.J. 867 [Book of 
Authorities (“BOA”), Tab 1].  

http://dx.doi.org/10.3138/utlj.61.4.867
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Despite the relative simplicity of the concept, Canada’s attempts to legislate lawful self-defence 

has been fraught with difficulties and the predecessor Criminal Code provisions were properly 

described as a source of “bewilderment and confusion”.13  For decades, courts across Canada 

called for legislative reform to simplify the self-defence provisions.14 

22. Finally, in 2012 Parliament acted.  The Criminal Code statutory provisions were 

amended with a view to simplicity.15  At the same time, the amendments were not intended to 

substantively alter the common law principles that informed the self-defence provisions.  As the 

Minister of Justice indicated to the House of Commons, Standing Committing on Justice and 

Human Rights16: 

In terms of the defences of property and person, the bill replaces the current multitude of 
provisions, which are largely unchanged from the original text enacted in 1892, and 
actually they had a pretty extensive history for 1892. These are basically the provisions 
that were contained in the laws of Upper Canada in or about 1840. 

We have replaced those provisions with a simple, easy-to-apply rule for each defence. 
For decades criminal practitioners, the Canadian Bar Association, the Supreme Court of 
Canada, academics, and many others have criticized the law of self-defence primarily, 
but also the law of defence of property, as being written in an unnecessarily complex and 
confusing way. 

The complexity of the law is not without serious consequence. It can lead to charging 
decisions that fail to take into account the merits of the defences in particular situations. It 
can confuse juries, and it can give rise to unnecessary grounds of appeal, which cost the 
justice system valuable time and resources. The law should be clear and clearly 
understood by the public, the police, prosecutors, and the court. 

Bill C-26 meets those objectives. It makes the act more specific and simplifies it without 
sacrificing existing legal protections [Translation] 

The basic elements of both defences are the same and can be easily stated. Whether a 
person is defending themselves or another person, or defending property in their 
possession, the general rule will be that they can undertake any acts for the purposes of 
protecting or defending property or a person as long as they reasonably perceive a threat, 
and their acts, including their use of force, are reasonable in the circumstances. 

 
13 R. v. Pintar, 1996 OAC 172, per Moldaver J.A. (as he then was) at para. 26.  
14 See the extensive discussion by MacDonnell J. in R. v. Pandurevic, 2013 ONSC 2978.  
15 Citizen’s Arrest and Self-Defence Act, S.C. 2012, c.9, s.2, assented to 06-28-2012 and 
proclaimed in force in 2013. 
16 Canada, Parliament, House of Commons, Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights, 
Minutes of Proceeding and Evidence, 41st Parliament, 1st Session, No 18 (7 February 2012) at 
1135 to 1145 (Honourable Rob Nicholson, Minister of Justice).  

http://canlii.ca/t/6j1w
http://canlii.ca/t/fxlz7
https://laws.justice.gc.ca/eng/AnnualStatutes/2012_9/FullText.html#s-2
https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/41-1/JUST/meeting-18/evidence
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23. The intention of Parliament was clear - to maintain what is at the core of common law 

self-defence: the right to use force (even deadly force) in a proportional and reasonable response 

to an honestly and reasonably held belief that life and safety is being threatened.  However, 

courts of appeal across Canada were of the view that there were enough substantive changes in 

the legislation that, in the absence of transitional provisions, they were not to apply 

retrospectively.17  One view has been that, although in some way the new self-defence provisions 

were more generous, in other ways the provisions are more restrictive taking away self-defence 

in some circumstances that might have existed under the predecessor provisions.18 

(iii) The 2013 amendments were not substantive – they simplified, but did not significantly 
alter, the protection afforded by self-defence in Canadian law 

24. Technically the procedural/substantive issue does not arise in this case.  The acts which 

are the subject of the charge and the trial happened after the new provisions came into force.  

However, whether the new provisions substantively changed the protection afforded by self-

defence factored predominantly in the Court’s reasoning.  The Court of Appeal held s. 34 made 

substantive changes and “the person’s role in the incident” under s. 34(2)(c) was a new 

consideration having “no equivalent” under the previous provisions19: 

[75] Section 34(2)(c) introduced a factor into the reasonableness inquiry that had no 
equivalent under the previous legislation.  The court is required to examine the accused’s 
behaviour throughout the “incident” that gives rise to the “act” that is the subject matter 
of the charge.  The conduct of the accused during the incident may colour the 
reasonableness of the ultimate act.  Placed in the context of the evidence in this case, Mr. 
Khill’s behaviour from the moment he looked out his bedroom window and saw the dash 
lights in his truck were on, until the moment he shot and killed Mr. Styres, had to be 
examined when assessing the ultimate reasonableness of ultimate act. 
 
[76] Section 34(2)(c) renders an accused’s conduct during the “incident” relevant, 
even though the conduct is not unlawful or provocative as that word was defined in the 
prior self-defence provisions.  The court must consider whether the accused’s 
behaviour throughout the incident sheds light on the nature and extent of the 

 
17 R. v. Evans, 2015 BCCA 46, at para. 33; R. v. Bengy, 2015 ONCA 397, at para. 3; Green c. R., 

2015 QCCA 2109, at para. 51. This issue has not been considered by this Court but would be 

ripe for consideration in the context of this appeal. 
18 D. Paciocco, “The New Defence Against Force” (2014) 18 Can. Crim. L. Rev. 269 at p. 269 to 
271 [BOA, Tab 3].  
19 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.149-150. 

http://canlii.ca/t/gg7jq#par33
http://canlii.ca/t/gjfd2#par3
http://canlii.ca/t/gmlsk#par51
http://canlii.ca/t/gmlsk#par51
https://nextcanada.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0416887253&pubNum=0135177&originatingDoc=I4e32b65eada73f91e0540021280d7cce&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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accused’s responsibility for the final confrontation that culminated in the act giving 
rise to the charge.  It is for the trier of fact, judge or jury, to decide the weight that should 
be given to the accused’s behaviour throughout the incident when deciding the ultimate 
question of the reasonableness of the act giving rise to the charge: The New Defence 
Against Force, at pp. 290, 293-94. 

[emphasis added] 

25. The Court further suggested that entirely lawful and pro-social conduct could render the 

Appellant’s use of force unreasonable if the jury was of the view that he could have taken steps 

to avoid what became the fatal confrontation with the deceased, even though at the time of the 

shooting the Appellant reasonably feared for his own safety.  The Court put it this way:20 

[78]      On the evidence, the jury could have taken different views of Mr. Khill’s role in 
the incident. On one view, the jury could have found Mr. Khill took a series of steps, 
bringing about the confrontation with Mr. Styres, while at the same time failing to take 
measures that could well have avoided the ultimate conflict. For example, Mr. Khill 
could have called the police and waited in the house for their arrival. If the jury 
concluded that Mr. Khill’s conduct leading up to the shooting was in some respects 
unreasonable, if not reckless, and contrary to his military training, the jury may have 
decided that Mr. Khill bore significant responsibility for the confrontation that ended in 
Mr. Styres’ death. On that view of the evidence, Mr. Khill’s role in the incident would not 
support his claim that he acted reasonably when he shot Mr. Styres. 

[emphasis added] 

… 

[85] Mr. Khill’s role in the incident leading up to the shooting was potentially a 
significant factor in the assessment of the reasonableness of the shooting.  The failure to 
explain that relevance and to instruct the jury on the need to consider Mr. Khill’s conduct 
throughout the incident in assessing the reasonableness of the shooting left the jury 
unequipped to grapple with what may have been a crucial question in the evaluation of the 
reasonableness of the Mr. Khill’s act.  On this basis, the acquittal must be set aside, and a 
new trial ordered. 

26. This characterization of s. 34(2) generally, and s. 34(2)(c) specifically, was central to the 

finding of legal error.  With respect, this misinterprets the effect of the 2013 amendment. Section 

34 casts self-defence in different terms but enacts nothing fundamentally new.  The new 

provisions are not meant to expand or narrow the protection afforded by self-defence; they are 

meant to make the protections clear. Section 34 should not be read as a substantive change, 

contrary to much of the existing jurisprudence.21 This Court has not considered this issue.  The 

 
20 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.150-151, p.153 
21 R. v. Dineley, 2012 SCC 58, at para. 52. 

http://canlii.ca/t/ftl1j#par52
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debate in the case law about whether the new provision is substantive or procedural is well-

summarized by the court in R. v. Bengy.22 The Appellant disagrees with those in the substantive 

camp.   

27. The foibles of the old provisions are well known to this Court and won’t be repeated 

here.23 Despite their shortcomings the core of the old provisions was reasonableness.  The 

problem with the old provisions was this core was difficult to find because it was obscured by 

unnecessary layers of complexity.  The new provisions removed the layers of complexity and put 

reasonableness front and centre.24  Section 34 took the old cluster of related concepts of 

proportionality, necessity, and provocation, which were spread among the various sections, and 

unified them under one central organizing concept of “reasonableness” in s. 34(1)(c). The other 

aspects of self-defence from the old provisions were given their rightful place as contextual 

factors to be considered in the reasonableness determination.   

28. Notwithstanding the Court of Appeal for Ontario’s decision in Bengy,25 in concrete terms 

none of the differences in the legislation can reliably be linked to the availability of self-defence.  

Just because mandatory preconditions are converted into discretionary factors does not make the 

new provisions substantive.  The previous preconditions operated on a section by section basis 

within sections 34 to 37.  For example, if you were the initial aggressor you would resort to the 

former s. 35 where that factor was taken into account.  All of the same factors present in the new 

defence were present in the old legislation but were spread out among the various interrelated 

provisions.  The previous “preconditions”, far from being exclusive gateways to the various 

provisions, almost invariably overlap, effectively turning those preconditions into a cluster of 

factors the jury would consider, especially when there was some evidence the jury could act on 

as a trigger for each of the old provisions.   

29. A careful consideration of the old and new provisions reveals in most cases, the new 

provision, through the lens of reasonableness in s. 34(1)(c) and (2), captures most, if not all, of 

 
22 R. v. Bengy, supra, at paras. 45 to 46. 
23 Ibid., at paras. 21 to 26. 
24 Canada, Parliament, House of Commons, Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights, 
Minutes of Proceeding and Evidence, 41st Parliament, 1st Session, No 18 (7 February 2012) at 
1135 to 1145 (Honourable Rob Nicholson, Minister of Justice).  
25 R. v. Bengy, supra at paras. 47 to 50. 

http://canlii.ca/t/gjfd2#par45
https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/41-1/JUST/meeting-18/evidence
http://canlii.ca/t/gjfd2#par47
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the considerations under the old provisions.26 The reason for this is simple: the old provisions 

attempted to capture certain case specific circumstances, such as where the accused was the 

initial aggressor, and legislate when acts of self-defence would be reasonable. The new provision 

uses reasonableness as the general touchstone.  Take for example, the old s. 34(2), which 

required a reasonable belief by the accused there was no other means to preserve himself except 

to kill the deceased.27 There can be little doubt the reasonableness assessment in the new s. 

34(1)(c) and a consideration of the factors in s. 34(2)(a), (b), (c), and (g), will capture exactly the 

same situations captured in the old s. 34(2).  In some cases, the new s. 34 will lead the jury to 

conclude, killing the deceased is only reasonable if the accused reasonably perceived he had no 

other means to preserve himself except to kill.  It is just no longer necessary for the judge, jury or 

accused to resort to a section-specific plea of self-defence to get to the same destination.     

(iv) The factors in section 34(2)(a) to (h) are to be considered by a trier of fact where they 
are “relevant” and at play 

30. The factors enumerated under s. 34(2)(a) to (h) are not preconditions to lawful self-

defence nor do they need to be disproved beyond a reasonable doubt, like the elements in s. 

34(1)(a) to (c) and (3).  These factors are discretionary and depend upon the evidence adduced a 

trial.  The enumerated provisions are a non-exhaustive list of the things triers will take into 

account when deciding whether the Crown has proved beyond a reasonable doubt the accused’s 

act was an unreasonable response under s. 34(1)(c) provided of course that the factor arises on 

the evidence.   A jury is not required to be instructed to consider one of the enumerated factors if 

there is no evidence to support leaving the same with the jury. 

31. The language of s. 34(2) is instructive. It provides that “[i]n determining whether the act 

committed is reasonable in the circumstances, the court shall consider the relevant circumstances 

of the person, the other parties and the act, but not limited to, the following factors:”  The 

enumerated subsections (a) through to (h) identify the types of things that are relevant to the 

reasonableness assessment.    When it comes to assessing reasonableness a consideration of all 

the circumstances is the prime directive.  The listed factors are not exhaustive.  Additionally, 

 
26 See for example R. v. Phillips, 2017 ONCA 752, at paras. 87 to 99; R. v. Cunha, 2016 ONCA 
491. 
27 R. v. Cinous, 2002 SCC 29, at paras. 93 to 94. 

http://canlii.ca/t/h6cmj#par87
http://canlii.ca/t/gs5th
http://canlii.ca/t/51tb#par93
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applying the modern purposive and contextual approach to statutory interpretation,28 it is clear 

that Parliament did not intend that the listed factors be provided or considered by the trier of fact 

if there is no basis in the evidence to consider the same.  A judge, in determining how to instruct 

a jury, or in adjudicating a case, has to decide which of the factors in s. 34(2)(a) to (h) are 

relevant, applicable, or worthy of consideration in any given factual matrix.   The Court of 

Appeal correctly held a trial judge does not fall into error simply because she does not repeat 

verbatim the language of s. 34(2).29 Juries should be charged there are factors to consider when 

assessing reasonableness.  Not all of them may be relevant.  Some of the factors may have more 

importance than others.  Some factors may be helpful in determining the reasonableness of the 

act which the accused committed and caused the death, some may not. 

32. As with any factors, juries and triers need to be given direction on how those factors may 

be relevant and how they can be used in any given situation.  Trial judges have a broad discretion 

as to which s. 34(2) factors should be left with juries.  Trial judges can and should vet which 

factors are left for the jury’s consideration.  There is a good example of the exercise of that 

discretion in this case.  The trial judge did not leave the prior relationship/communication factors 

under sections 34(f) and (f.1) with the jury.  Nor was any reference made to s. 34(2)(h) – the 

threat of force responded to was known to be lawful.  There was simply no evidence of a prior 

relationship or history of communication between the Appellant and the deceased.  There was 

also no basis to suggest the deceased’s threatened use of force here was lawful. 

(v) The proper interpretation of the “person’s role in the incident” contained in s. 
34(2)(c) of the Criminal Code 

33. The “person’s role in the incident” under s. 34(2)(c) includes a consideration of, but is 

broader than,  provocation under the old provisions  Under the predecessor provisions, the 

distinction between section 34 and 35 of the Criminal Code was based on whether the accused 

provoked the incident that gave rise to the circumstances in which defensive force was used.  

Former section 34(1) of the Criminal Code provided that “everyone who is unlawfully assaulted 
 

28 Re Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd., [1998] 1 S.C.R. 27, at para. 21; 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes 
Protection Association, 2020 SCC 22, at para. 6. 
29 The Court of Appeal for Ontario recently held that “[a] trial judge is not required to 

specifically identify and discuss each of the factors listed in s. 34(2)” and instead is required to 

consider all of the “relevant” factors: see R. v. Randhawa, 2020 ONCA 668, at paras. 18, 69. 

http://canlii.ca/t/1fqwt#par21
http://canlii.ca/t/j9kjz#par6
http://canlii.ca/t/j9kjz#par6
http://canlii.ca/t/jb6cq
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without having provoked the assault” was justified in using force to defend oneself provided 

grievous bodily harm or death was not intended and the force used was necessary.  Section 35 

was available to the accused who assaulted or provoked an assault on another person but did not 

do so with the intent to cause death or grievous bodily harm.  The new section 34 of the Criminal 

Code did away with the distinction but directs a trier of fact to consider the “person’s role in the 

incident” in assessing the reasonableness of his or her conduct.  The French version translates as 

“the role played by the person during the incident”. 

34. The phrase “person’s role in the incident” in s. 34(2)(c) is intended to alert the trier of 

fact to assess and consider whether, in the particular circumstances of a case, the accused’s 

conduct during the incident impacts the ultimate reasonableness assessment when taken with 

other relevant enumerated and non-enumerated factors.  The person’s “role in the incident” will 

be relevant to the reasonableness assessment where there is something about what the accused 

did that brought about the ultimate use of force that could be considered blameworthy.  For 

example, it would require the trier of fact to consider whether the accused unlawfully instigated 

or initiated the encounter30 or unnecessarily escalated the conflict that lead to the force being 

used.  The “person’s role in the incident” may also encompass any “wilful or excessive 

behaviour,”31 whether the accused was the “aggressor or provocateur,”32 or, “whether an accused 

has done anything to provoke the threat of force that triggered the claimed act of self-defence.”33 

As the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal suggested in R. v. Borden, by including the person’s “role in 

the incident” in s. 34(2)(c) “a protection is hopefully present to prevent self-defence from 

becoming too ready a refuge for people who instigate violent encounters, but then seek to escape 

criminal liability when the encounter does not go as they hoped and the resort to use of a 

weapon.”34 

35. The Court of Appeal’s conclusion at paragraph 76 that s. 34(2)(c) of the Code directs that 

“[t]he court must consider whether the accused’s behaviour throughout the incident sheds light 

on the nature and extent of the accused’s responsibility for the final confrontation that 
 

30 R. v. Atzenberger, 2018 BCCA 296, at para. 124. 
31 R. v. Precup, 2014 ONSC 6876, at para. 29. 
32 R. v. Merasty, 2014 SKQB 268, at para. 192. 
33 R. v. Levy, 2016 NSCA 45, at para. 136; S. Coughlan “Self-Defence: Courts of Appeal 
Deciding New Provisions Guided by Old Principles”, 2016 29 C.R. (7th) 103 [BOA, Tab 2]. 
34 R. v. Borden, 2017 NSCA 45, at para. 101.  

http://canlii.ca/t/ht66s#par124
http://canlii.ca/t/gfv0m#par29
http://canlii.ca/t/gdr56#par192
http://canlii.ca/t/grwgw#par136
https://nextcanada.westlaw.com/Document/I3a40ed4ff7294bf5e0540021280d79ee/View/FullText.html?listSource=Search&navigationPath=Search%2fv1%2fresults%2fnavigation%2fi0ad62d2c000001758b50ecb105740e55%3fNav%3dCAN_JOURNALS%26fragmentIdentifier%3dI3a40ed4ff7294bf5e0540021280d79ee%26parentRank%3d0%26startIndex%3d1%26contextData%3d%2528sc.Search%2529%26transitionType%3dSearchItem&list=ALL&rank=1&listPageSource=f3c62544bfc254d5a1d2ad39fbe44b80&originationContext=docHeader&contextData=(sc.Search)&transitionType=Document&needToInjectTerms=False&docSource=4885095a92784f10b96ae1ed6086b4af
https://nextcanada.westlaw.com/Document/I3a40ed4ff7294bf5e0540021280d79ee/View/FullText.html?listSource=Search&navigationPath=Search%2fv1%2fresults%2fnavigation%2fi0ad62d2c000001758b50ecb105740e55%3fNav%3dCAN_JOURNALS%26fragmentIdentifier%3dI3a40ed4ff7294bf5e0540021280d79ee%26parentRank%3d0%26startIndex%3d1%26contextData%3d%2528sc.Search%2529%26transitionType%3dSearchItem&list=ALL&rank=1&listPageSource=f3c62544bfc254d5a1d2ad39fbe44b80&originationContext=docHeader&contextData=(sc.Search)&transitionType=Document&needToInjectTerms=False&docSource=4885095a92784f10b96ae1ed6086b4af
http://canlii.ca/t/h41b7#par101
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culminated in the act giving rise to the charge” reads in broad considerations that are not found 

in the language of s. 34(2)(c) and improperly dilutes the availability of self-defence.  Combined 

with that Court’s finding that s. 34(2) is an “open-ended reasonableness inquiry” that allows a 

jury to determine “how much or how little weight to give their findings about [a person’s] role in 

the incident in their ultimate reasonableness assessment”35, results in entirely innocent and pro-

social conduct potentially defeating a claim of self-defence because a conflict could have been 

avoided through retreat or taking another course of action rather than confronting an intruder and 

defending oneself.  The lower Court’s interpretation incorporates a but for causal consideration 

into the self-defence assessment and in determining whether the accused’s use of force was 

reasonable: but for the accused’s actions would there have been a fatal interaction?  This is 

fundamentally wrong and is inconsistent with the intention of Parliament, the common law 

history of self-defence and society’s expectation of what will amount to justifiable use of force 

when defending one’s self or another person. 

36. Although one homeowner may reasonably choose to retreat, hide or flee in the face of 

danger, another homeowner may reasonably choose to confront an intruder and arm himself for 

defensive purposes in the process.  If the confronting homeowner shoots the intruder in 

circumstances where he reasonably believed his own life was in danger, his actions should be 

justified in self-defence.  This is so regardless of whether he could have chosen a different course 

of action or waited to see what would have happened if they did nothing.  If there is nothing 

morally blameworthy in his actions leading up to the shooting, the homeowner should not be 

deprived of legal justification for preserving his own life.  He is not “at fault” for the deadly 

encounter even if, “but for his actions”, there may not have been an encounter at all.   The focus 

is not on whether the accused’s conduct brought about the fatal encounter but whether the 

accused is “at fault” in some way for the fatal encounter. As noted by McLachlin J. (as she then 

was):  

Self-defence at common law rested on a fundamental distinction between cases where no 
fault was attributed to the killer, and cases where the killing was partly induced by 
some fault of the killer.  Where the killer was not at fault – that is where he had not 
provoked the aggression – the homicide was called “justifiable homicide”.  Where blame 
could be laid on the killer, as where he had provoked the aggression, on the other hand, 
the homicide was called “excusable homicide”.  (See E.H. East, A Treatise of the Pleas of 

 
35 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p. 151, para. 80.  
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the Crown (1803), vol. 1; William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 
(1769), Book IV.).36  

[emphasis added] 

37. The alternative, and the one adopted by the Court of Appeal for Ontario in its 

interpretation of s. 34(2)(c), is bleak.  A lawful property possessor, lawfully armed, using a 

lawful show of force against a trespasser committing a life-threatening indictable offence, who 

finds himself staring down the barrel of a gun must assess, in that instant, whether the lawful 

steps which brought him to that circumstance mean he is entitled to shoot and defend himself or 

he must risk death and suffer the intruder’s bullet to avoid being branded a murderer for shooting 

to save his own life.  If the law dictates the homeowner must suffer the shot of the trespassing 

offender in these circumstances and hope to survive, then any protection the Criminal Code 

purports to provide for those acting in self-defence is illusory.  

38. Consider the good Samaritan who decides to intercede in a physical conflict to de-

escalate or come to the aid of another.  In response, one of the parties to the physical conflict 

turns and tries to viciously attack the Samaritan who, in turn, responds with deadly force to save 

herself.  The pro-social decisions of the Samaritan which brought her into conflict with the 

deceased, surely should not defeat a claim of self defence at the s. 34(1)(c) stage because the 

Samaritan could have chosen to put her head down and walk on by while her fellow citizen is 

brutally attacked.   

39. A citizen considering lawfully arresting another person engaged in the commission of a 

crime or coming to another person’s aid can always choose to call the police instead.  It makes 

no sense to undermine the protection afforded by the self-defence provisions because people are 

engaged in pro-social activity or exercising some other lawful authority.  To hold as the Court of 

Appeal did in this case would represent a marked shift in the self-defence landscape beyond 

anything contemplated by Parliament when it sought to simplify and rationalize the law of self-

defence as this Court and others had been urging it to do for decades.  Rather than reinforce 

 

36 R. v. McIntosh, [1995] 1 S.C.R. 686, at para. 62, in dissent, but not on this point. 

http://canlii.ca/t/1frn3#par62
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robust self-defence provisions and “maintain the same level of protection as the [previous] 

laws”37, the Court of Appeal’s interpretation achieves the opposite. 

40. The requirement that the jury consider the “person’s role in the incident” (where 

applicable) was not intended to apply to morally blameless or pro-social conduct on the part of 

the accused.    Nor was this factor intended (nor should it be interpreted) to incorporate an 

obligation to retreat or cower, particularly in relation to one’s own home.  The Court of Appeal 

for Ontario was persuaded by the Crown that s. 34(2)(c) could operate to preclude an accused 

from relying on self-defence in circumstances as in at the case at bar, not because he was not 

under a reasonable apprehension of death when he shot the deceased, but because it was 

unreasonable for the Appellant to have confronted the deceased to begin with.  This reasoning is 

wrong because s. 34(2)(c) does not apply to morally innocent, lawful acts.  The Appellant had no 

obligation to retreat when on his own property in his own home, and especially not when 

confronted with an uplifted gun.  Nor could the Appellant’s failure to retreat or pursue other 

alternatives at the outset of the events, when he had no obligation to retreat, render his act of 

shooting unreasonable when he was confronted with the uplifted gun.38  

41. To defeat a self-defence claim where the jury has a reasonable doubt about the first two 

elements of self-defence, the actions of the accused considered under “the person’s role in the 

incident” must be either morally blameworthy or unlawful.  The lawful or innocent acts of an 

accused leading up to the act which is the subject of the charge cannot render the act an 

unreasonable response under s. 34(1)(c).  Otherwise, the justification afforded by self-defence 

would be significantly (and arguably unconstitutionally) diluted.  It would raise significant 

concerns for the fair notice aspect of the rule of law.  It would create an arbitrary and uncertain 

justification which ill-equips ordinary citizens, acting lawfully, to know whether their defensive 

actions will be legally justified in advance.  In the face of the Court of Appeal’s interpretation of 

s. 34(2)(c) of the Criminal Code, the only reasonable thing to do is call the police, cower in the 

darkness under our beds, and hope help arrives before the criminal invades our home and kills us 

 
37 Canada, Parliament, House of Commons, Debates (Hansard), 41st Parliament, 1st Session, No 
58 (1 December 2011) at 1020 to 1025 (Honourable Robert Goguen, Parliamentary Secretary to 
the Minister of Justice). 
38 R. v. Hope, 2016 ONCA 623, at paras. 65 and 73 to 76; R. v. Cain, 2011 ONCA 298, at paras. 
9 to 11. 

https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/41-1/house/sitting-58/hansard
http://canlii.ca/t/gswqm#par65
http://canlii.ca/t/fl1dh#par9
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and our loved ones.  Hardly the stuff of reasonable limitations on the right to life and security 

under s. 7 of the Charter.    

42. The Court of Appeal decision also runs counter to the “Castle doctrine.”  The Crown’s 

true claim to defeat the Appellant’s defence was he did not avail himself of other alternative 

means to respond to the deceased’s threat at the outset.  Essentially, the Crown argument was the 

Appellant ought to have retreated when in his own home and pursued other reasonable 

alternatives including calling 911.  Of course, that was only a reasonable alternative to the 

abstract threat posed by an unknown trespasser breaking into his car, not the threat of deadly 

force that led the Appellant to shoot.  It would be an error to charge the jury the Appellant had to 

retreat when on his own property and in his own home, or that a failure to pursue other 

alternatives at the outset rendered his act of shooting in the face of an uplifted gun 

unreasonable.39 The Appellant was under no obligation to retreat in these circumstances.  

43. The Court of Appeal erred in holding the role of the person in the incident in s. 34(2)(c) 

“introduced a factor into the reasonableness inquiry that had no equivalent under the previous 

legislation”.40  Self-defence claims under all of the old provisions juries were routinely charged 

to, and did, consider the accused’s behaviour and actions throughout the incident.  The law under 

the old provisions did not require juries to take a point-in-time, microscopic analysis of the 

accused’s actions only immediately prior to the commission of the act that is the subject of the 

charge.  Juries were always directed to take into account all of the circumstances surrounding the 

act that was the subject of the charge when deciding whether the Crown had disproved one of the 

elements of self-defence beyond a reasonable doubt.41 

44. By directing juries to consider the accused’s actions or conduct leading up to the act at 

issue, s. 34(2)(c) brings nothing new to the assessment of reasonableness.  In the context of this 

case, the role of the Appellant was only one factor for the jury to consider.  Importantly, 

however, it was not a  factor the parties at trial decided to focus on, which explains why the trial 

 
39 R. v. Lavallee, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 852, at p. 888 to 889; R. v. Forde, 2011 ONCA 592, at para. 
55; R. v. Levy, supra, at paras. 111 to 112, 154; R. v. Cain, supra, at paras. 7 to 9; R. v. Hope, 
supra, at paras. 62 to 65; R. v. Docherty, 2012 ONCA 784, at paras. 30 to 31. 
40 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.149, para. 75. 
41 R. v. Cunha, supra, at para. 10.   

http://canlii.ca/t/1fsx3
http://canlii.ca/t/fn2qp#par55
http://canlii.ca/t/grwgw
http://canlii.ca/t/fl1dh#par7
http://canlii.ca/t/gswqm#par62
http://canlii.ca/t/gswqm#par62
http://canlii.ca/t/ftss4#par30
http://canlii.ca/t/gs5th#par10
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judge did not specifically mention it in the charge.  The Crown chose instead to focus on the 

elements of the defence in s. 34(1) (a) and (b).  

45. It was the Crown’s theory that the Appellant snuck up on the deceased, that there was no 

movement by the deceased that gave him reasonable grounds to believe that force was being 

threatened against him and that his use of force was not for the purpose of defending himself. 

The Crown challenged the Appellant’s claim that he acted in accordance with his training, that 

he only meant to confront, disarm and detain the deceased when he came outside with the gun 

pointed down and the safety on.  The Crown led from Dr. Turner, one of the forensic 

pathologists whom they called, the theory that the second shot may have been fired when the 

deceased was kneeling beside the vehicle, causing mud stains on his hands and knees. In such a 

position, reasoned the Crown, the second shot could not have been fired for the purpose of 

defending himself.  This callous disregard for the life of the deceased was further evidenced, the 

Crown argued, by the false claim of the Appellant that he performed CPR, as he claimed to the 

911 operator he did. 

46. While the factors of proportionality and alternative means in sections 34(2)(a), (b), and 

(g) were also brought into play by this theory and were the subject of specific instruction by the 

trial judge with the approval of the Crown, it was never the theory of the Crown that 

notwithstanding he did, in fact, have a reasonable basis for his fear and acted for the purpose of 

defending himself when he fired the shot, his “role in the incident”, namely exercising bad or 

unreasonable judgment by going outside rather than calling 911, could provide the jury with 

another, different pathway towards the conclusion of guilt on the basis that the act of shooting 

was unreasonable.  When one examines the theory the Crown advanced at trial, it drew directly 

on these factors.  The charge to the jury did exactly what the Crown asked it to – tell the jury to 

decide whether the Appellant’s act of shooting was reasonable given his actions preceding the 

shooting considered through the lens of the factors in s. 34(2)(a), (b), and (g).    

(vi) The factors in s. 34(2) are neither unbounded nor is it entirely up to the jury what 
weight to give them  

47. The Court of Appeal gave the role of the accused significant importance in part because 

“…s. 34 gives the jury a virtually unfettered discretion in weighing the various factors to be 
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taken into account…”42 This interpretation of the section should be rejected.  Having a list of 

“relevant factors” which is not closed and unbounded in terms of the weight triers of fact can 

afford them is extremely problematic.  The Court of Appeal acknowledged as much in this 

case43: 

[63] The approach to reasonableness in s. 34(1)(c) and s. 34(2) renders the defence 
created by s. 34 more open-ended and flexible than the defences created by the prior self-
defence provisions.  At the same time, however, the application of the new provision is 
less predictable and more resistant to appellate review.  Assuming the trier of fact is 
properly alerted to the relevant considerations, there would seem to be little direction or 
control over how the particular factors are weighed and assessed in any given case.  
Reasonableness is left vey much in the eye of the beholder, be it judge or jury.  
Especially where the reasonableness assessment is reflected in the verdict of a jury, that 
assessment will be largely beyond the reach of appellate review: see Kent Roach, “A 
Preliminary Assessment of the New Self-Defence and Defence of Property Provisions” 
(2012) 16 Can. Crim. L. Rev. 275 at pp. 286-287; The New Defence Against Force, at 
pp. 286-287; Alan Brudner, “Constitutionalizing Self-Defence”, (2011) 61 U. Toronto 
L.J. 867, at pp. 896-897. [emphasis added] 

48. The criticism of the prior self-defence provisions shows their complexity was a potential 

affront to the rule of law requirement of fair notice – that is, citizens are entitled to know in 

advance whether their conduct is legal or prohibited.  An open-ended, unbounded, highly 

subjective defence is as much an affront to the rule of law as a highly complex defence.  In 

neither case can citizens know in advance with any degree of certainty whether their acts will be 

justified.  The Court of Appeal’s interpretation of the factors in s. 34(2) marks a return to the 

inscrutability of the old self-defence provisions.    

49. Paciocco J.A. in his extra-judicial writings, also interpreted section 34(2) in this broad 

manner: 

While decision-makers must consider similar factors under the new provisions, decision-
makers now have discretion on the impact such factors will have, leaving them free to 
grant the defence in their absence, something not possible under the old law.44 

50. With respect to the learned author and jurist, the list of factors in s. 34(2) cannot be 

turned into a list of preconditions that determine the availability of the defence.  The three 

preconditions for the availability of the defence are in s. 34(1)(a) to (c) and in some 
 

42 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.154, para. 86.  
43 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p,144-5, para. 63. 
44 D. Paciocco, “The New Defence Against Force” (2014) 18 Can. Crim. L. Rev. 269 at p. 269 to 
271 [BOA, Tab 3].  

https://nextcanada.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0416887253&pubNum=0135177&originatingDoc=I4e32b65eada73f91e0540021280d7cce&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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circumstances s. 34(3).  In fact, the amendments were meant to have the opposite effect, turning 

what were in some sections and instances preconditions, into discretionary factors.  None of the 

factors ought to be determinative in any given case, even in the hands of a jury deliberating.  

51. Contrary to the Court of Appeal’s ruling in this case, the factors in s. 34(2) are not 

unbounded and the jury should not be told they can make whatever they wish of the factors when 

making their reasonableness determination.  The jurisprudential baby should not be thrown out 

with the bathwater of the old provisions.45 Instead, the import and relevance of the s. 34(2) 

factors should be constrained by the same policy considerations and legal principles as the old 

provisions.  

52. When considering the factors enumerated in s. 34(2), the jury should be charged along 

these lines: 

(i) The burden and standard of proof do not apply to these individual factors.  The 
accused does not have to justify as reasonable his entire course of conduct leading 
up to the act committed, though the accused’s and the other party’s conduct 
leading up the act are relevant considerations.  The Crown must prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt the act committed in response to the threat of force is 
unreasonable since that is the element of the defence. 

   
(ii) The factors enumerated in s. 34(2)(a) to (h) are just factors for the jury to consider 

when determining whether the responsive act done by the accused was reasonable 
in all the circumstances.  No one factor should be determinative as you must 
consider all of the circumstances. 

 
(iii) Even if there are other reasonable alternatives to the act the accused committed 

under s. 34(2)(b), this does not make the act committed unreasonable.  So long as 
the act committed by the accused is within the range of reasonable options in the 
circumstances as the accused reasonably believed them to be it will be 
reasonable.46 

 
(iv) People cannot be expected to measure the required responsive force to a nicety. 
 
(v) They should be given the usual definition of the reasonable person and what 

personal factors can be considered part of that reasonable person’s mental 
makeup. 

 
 

45 R. v. Levy, supra, at paras. 111 to 112, 156; R. v. Cunha, supra, at paras. 7 to 9, 74 to 75.   
46 Self-Defence, Finals 76-A and 76-B, Watt’s Manual of Criminal Jury Instructions, 2nd ed. 
(Carswell, 2005), pp. 853 to 860 [BOA, Tab 4].  

http://canlii.ca/t/grwgw#par111
http://canlii.ca/t/gs5th#par7
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(vii) It was not a legal error to omit a specific reference to the “role of the accused” in the 
charge to the jury 

53. Once the Court of Appeal’s interpretation of s. 34(2), and in particular, the role of the 

accused in the incident in s. 34(2)(c) is rejected, the omission of a specific reference to the role of 

the accused does not amount to a legal error.  However, even if the Court of Appeal’s 

interpretation was correct, there was no legal error here. 

54. The Appellant’s “role in the incident” is merely one among numerous relevant 

discretionary factors the jury can consider.  The trial judge has a broad discretion as to what 

factors to advert to in the charge under sections 34(1)(c) and (2).  There is no obligation to repeat 

verbatim the language of the Criminal Code in the charge to the jury.  The Crown did not object 

to the omission of the specific mention of the Appellant’s “role in the incident”.  The Crown did 

not object for obvious strategic reasons.  The Crown’s theory was the Appellant was lying about 

his claimed perception of threat from the deceased and his motive for shooting (á la Cain and 

Hope).  The Crown’s theory was the Appellant stalked and shot the deceased as an act of 

retribution for trying to steal his truck.  The Crown advanced all the other alternatives suggested 

in cross-examination of the Appellant, including calling 911, to demonstrate the insincerity of 

the Appellant’s claim of self-defence. The Crown challenged the Appellant on his reliance on his 

military training as he had told the 911 operator and in his description of the events given to the 

police on their arrival. As indicated above, the Crown went so far as to challenge his credibility 

for having told the 911 operator he had performed CPR on the deceased in the absence of more 

bloodstains on his hands than as shown in the photos. It was never the Crown’s theory that the 

Appellant had simply used bad judgment in going outside rather than calling 911, as a result of 

which his act of shooting the deceased when threatened, as he believed he was, with a pointed 

handgun, was unreasonable in the circumstances. 

55. The Court of Appeal held the jury was not equipped to consider the actions of the 

Appellant leading up to the shooting, and especially the other reasonable alternatives the 

Appellant had to respond to the initial threat because of the failure to charge on the Appellant’s 

role in the incident.47 However, it is clear from the charge, the pre-charge conference, and, the 

 

47 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.150-1, para. 78.   
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Crown’s closing, the Crown specifically chose to advocate about these issues to challenge the 

Appellant’s overall credibility, and under the rubric of ss. 34(1)(a) and (b), as well as ss. 34(2)(b) 

and (g).  The role of the Appellant was obvious to the jury and essentially uncontradicted.  The 

central issues were related to the issues of credibility and the need for and proportionality of 

force.  It is no wonder the Crown strategically chose to have the evidence related to that factor, 

as the language of that subsection most closely mirrored their theory.  The trial judge, entertained 

the Crown submission and related the evidence of the Appellant’s acts leading up to the shooting 

to this reasonableness factor under s. 34(2)(b): 

What is reasonable may include several alternatives.  The issue here is not whether Peter 
Khill believed on reasonable grounds that he had no other course of action available to 
him, but rather whether what Peter Khill did was a reasonable thing to do in the 
circumstances as Peter Khill knew them or reasonably believed them to be.48 [emphasis 
added]  

56.   If the trial judge has a discretion as to what factors to specifically advert to in the charge 

on the s. 34(1)(c), s. 34(2) reasonableness element of self-defence, and the Crown did not object 

to the omission, the Crown is in effect claiming the trial judge erred in failing to exercise a 

discretion he was not asked to act upon.  

57. In any event, the charge to the jury was the functional equivalent of telling the jury that, 

in deciding whether the Crown had proven beyond a reasonable doubt that the shooting of the 

deceased was unreasonable, they had to consider the accused’s role in the incident.49 Indeed, in 

some respects, given the theory the Crown ran at trial, this charge was arguably more favourable 

to its theory than warranted.  The charge did not contain a Cain or Hope limiting instruction 

about the value the jury could make of the failure to retreat or pursue alternative measures in this 

context.  The entirety of the trial record supports the conclusion that the Crown did not want the 

charge to the jury that the Crown on appeal claimed was required.  They tactically decided to 

pursue a theory of liability that involved challenging the Appellant’s credibility and whether he 

was ever under an apprehension of death or bodily harm.  The Crown, quite reasonably, did not 

want the trial judge to draw to the jury’s attention the Appellant’s “role in the incident” as it was 

entirely blameless and would have simply highlighted the fact that the Appellant was in his home 
 

48 Charge to the Jury, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p. pp. 87, l. 25 to p.88, l. 10.  This is taken 
from Watt’s Manual of Criminal Jury Instructions, Finals 76-A and B, supra [BOA, Tab 4].  
49 R. v. Calnen, 2019 SCC 6, at paras. 161 to 163, in dissent, but not on this point. 

http://canlii.ca/t/hx9v4#par161
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in bed with his partner in peaceable possession of his property when the intruder attended his 

property to commit indictable offences. 

58. Additionally, the evidence identified by the Court of Appeal the jury could have used to 

find the act of shooting unreasonable under s. 34(1)(c) when considered under s. 34(2)(c) was 

amply placed before the jury at the Crown’s request under s. 34(1)(c) and 34(2)(b) and (g).  

Stripped to its essentials, the Crown’s complaint of not being given a fair shake at trial amounts 

to an argument putting form over substance where the trial judge’s failure to mouth the words of 

s. 34(2)(c) is reversible error. 

ISSUE 2:  If the trial judge erred in failing to charge the jury about the Appellant’s “role 
in the incident”, did the Court of Appeal for Ontario err in ordering a new 
trial? 

 
59. Even if the Appellant is wrong and the charge contained legal error, it was a harmless 

error that could not have had a material bearing on the Appellant’s acquittal for murder.  The 

Appeal should be allowed and the acquittal restored.50 This Court has looked to the failure of 

defence counsel to object to the charge as speaking to the overall satisfactoriness of the charge,51 

as well as the gravity of any omissions in the eyes of counsel.  The same, of course, is applicable 

when the failure to object is the Crown’s.  Where counsel have had the opportunity to review the 

charge and engage in discussion with the trial judge in regard thereto at a pretrial conference, 

counsel’s position at trial takes on much more importance where, as here, an appellate court is 

called upon to consider, a matter that had not previously been the subject of objection.52  The 

Court ought to examine whether the decision not to object was a tactical one. This will include a 

review of the theories of the parties, their treatment of the evidence and tactical considerations.53 

60. Using that approach, it is clear that the decision by the experienced trial Crown not to 

object to the failure of the trial judge to include reference to the role the accused played in the 

incident to be a tactical one. The Crown chose not to cast the conduct of the Appellant in the 

light of s. 34(2)(c) as that cut across their strategy at trial which was to cast the Appellant as an 

 
50 R. v. Barton, 2019 SCC 33, at para. 160.    
51 R. v. Calnen, supra, at para. 38. 
52 Ibid., at para. 39. 
53 Ibid. at paras. 40 to 67. 

http://canlii.ca/t/j0fqj#par160
http://canlii.ca/t/hx9v4#par38
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intentional killer who was not acting in self-defence at all.  The Crown did not want to be seen as 

countenancing the idea the Appellant might have reasonably perceived a threat or that the 

shooting was a reaction to it.  Instead, the Crown strategy was to focus on Appellant’s conduct 

leading up to the shooting to argue he lacked credibility and had concocted his evidence about 

the threat posed by the deceased.  The Crown essentially chose to argue the Appellant stalked 

and killed the deceased and therefore was not acting in self-defence.54  

61. Second, even leaving aside their theory, the Crown’s silence is a good measure of 

whether they felt the Appellant’s role in the incident was a “crucial question in the evaluation of 

the reasonableness of Mr. Khill’s act”.55  If it was such crucial a pro-conviction factor, the 

Crown would have advocated about it at trial, not advocated about the exact same facts under 

some other provisions, and remained silent only to raise it on appeal when their trial strategy 

clearly failed.  The trial Crown did not object because s. 34(2)(c) did not matter to their case.  

Given everything else that was said about the evidence of the role of the Appellant, they were 

right.  The Crown put its best foot forward and walked the path they wanted, unhampered by the 

trial judge.  Having arrived at an undesirable destination, they cannot now look back on the 

tracks they laid and complain about the boots they wore. 

62. The jury had a reasonable doubt about the Appellant’s reasonable belief lethal force was 

being used against him (s. 34(1)(a)).  In making that determination they heard all about the 

actions of the accused leading up to the shooting.  The jury had a reasonable doubt about whether 

the Appellant shot the deceased in response to this reasonable belief (s. 34(1)(b)).  In making that 

determination they heard all about the actions of the accused leading up to the shooting.  The 

jury had a reasonable doubt about whether the act of shooting was a reasonable response to the 

perceived threat (s. 34(1)(c)).  In making that determination they heard all about the actions of 

the accused leading up to the shooting.  Notwithstanding the failure to mention the Appellant’s 

“role in the incident”, the jury was adequately equipped to arrive at the conclusion they had a 

reasonable doubt about whether the Appellant’s act of shooting in the face of an uplifted gun was 

reasonable in all the circumstances.   

 
54 Crown’s closing address to jury, Appellant’s Record, Vol. VII, pp. 54, l. 30 to 55, l. 10 
55 Reasons of the Court of Appeal for Ontario, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, p.154 at para. 86. See 
R. v. Daley, 2007 SCC 53, at para. 58; R. v. Polimac, 2010 ONCA 346, at para. 96. 

http://canlii.ca/t/1v5dr#par58
http://canlii.ca/t/29plv#par96
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63. All the facts the appeal Crown urged, and the Court of Appeal found, relevant to a 

consideration of the Appellant’s role in the incident were put squarely before the jury as 

evidence they had to consider when determining whether shooting the deceased was reasonable 

under s. 34(1)(c).  The jury could not possibly have laboured under any misapprehension that the 

evidence at issue was all about the Appellant’s role in the incident.  Apart from Ms. Benko, the 

Appellant was the only one doing anything in that narrative. 

64. Neither the Court of Appeal nor the Crown identified any discrete legal instruction the 

jury should have been given about the Appellant’s role in the incident.  Net of provocation, there 

is very little additional legal instruction required specific to the “person’s role in the incident”.  

Net of provocation, it is really just a convenient label under which to place the accused’s actions 

prior to the act at issue.  The Appellant’s acts prior to the shooting were front and centre for the 

jury and they were told to take the available alternative means to respond and the proportionality 

of the Appellant’s acts into account when deciding whether the act of shooting was reasonable 

under s. 34(1)(c).  That is of course precisely the legal element of the defence where they were 

supposed consider this evidence.  Apart from mouthing the words of the section it is difficult to 

discern what else the Crown on appeal wanted the trial judge to say that could have possibly 

altered the outcome of this trial. 

65.   The question this Court should ask is: When the charge is read as a whole can it be said 

the jury did not understand the following facts were relevant to their assessment of the 

reasonableness of the Appellant’s response under s. 34(1)(c)? 

(i) The Appellant was awoken in his own home by the deceased trying to break into 
or steal his truck in the middle of the night in a rural area; 

(ii) The Appellant armed himself with a firearm he was legally entitled to possess; 
(iii) The Appellant left his house and stealthily approached the deceased; 
(iv) The Appellant did not opt for any of the other reasonable alternatives including 

calling 911. He agreed that they were reasonable alternatives, but he chose his 
course of action which he also thought was a reasonable alternative; 

(v) The Appellant’s military training informed his decision as between the available 
reasonable alternatives. The Crown and the defence took different views about 
what that military training suggested as appropriate in the circumstances; 

(vi) When he came upon the deceased, he told him to put his hands up; 
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(v) When the deceased turned toward the Appellant, the Appellant formed the
impression, again in part based on his military training, the deceased had a gun
and that is why he shot him.

66. The answer to that question must be no.  That entire narrative was relied on by both 

parties to argue their side of the self-defence debate.  The evidence on this front was not 

contested having come from the Appellant and Ms. Benko.  The tilt from adding the “person’s 

role in the incident” to the scales of justice of the Appellant’s trial would be so imperceptible 

Lady Justice herself would miss it even if we removed her blind fold.

PART IV – SUBMISSIONS REGARDING COSTS 

67. The Appellant does not ask for costs, and requests no costs be awarded against him.

PART V – ORDER REQUESTED 

68. The Appellant respectfully requests the appeal be allowed, the order of the Court of 

Appeal for Ontario be overturned, and the Appellant’s acquittal be restored.

PART VI – SUBMISSIONS ON CASE SENSITIVITY 

69. Not applicable.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 5th day of November, 2020. 

______________________ 
Michael Lacy 
Counsel for the Applicant 

______________________ 
Jeffrey Manishen 
Counsel for the Applicant 
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